DEPARTMENT OF MODERN & CLASSICAL LANGUAGES

SPANISH DIVISION

Placement/Credit by examination

The Spanish division currently offers the following:

I. Placement only: Webcape (Through Brigham Young University)
   Computer generated and scored. Student is placed according to score.
   No credit for skipped courses.
   Exams taken in Computer labs, one is located in Ritter Hall 225. (Usually less than 30 minutes). This indicates student’s level of Spanish. Class levels are posted in the labs to help you decide which class to take.

II. Credit by examination

A. Spanish 110, 115, 210

   1. Webcape: as first step for credit. Usually taken during SLU 101 or during the first week of classes

   2. Auditory Comprehension Test:
      Auditory Comprehension Test, Ritter Hall 235 (about 30 minutes).
      Auditory Comprehension Test Level LA or LB to test out of SP-110
      Auditory Comprehension Test Level MA or MB to test out of SP-110, and/or SP-210

      After taking both computer and auditory comprehension tests, but before the end of the fourth week of classes:

      3. Make appointment for oral interview. Contact Dr. Elsy Cardona (977-3670, Ritter Hall 210, cardonae@slu.edu)

B. Spanish 310, 315, 410, 415

   Challenge exam: Primarily for native speaker (In its current form) Composition based on article read during exam.
   No oral component. 6 credit hours: Sp 410, Sp 415. Grade assigned

   Exam for 310 and/or 315 and/or 410 and/or 415:
   Possible 12 Cr. Hrs. No grade assigned.
   Based on MLA Test: Advanced Reading, Writing, Auditory Comprehension, Oral Interview.
   Composition at appropriate level is some times used for granting credit for writing courses.

WEBCAPE SPANISH PLACEMENT

Suggested course:

Below 296    Spanish 110
296-355    Spanish 115
356-439    Spanish 210
Above 440    Spanish 310 and 315